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The beautiful cities of Tuscany and its neighbour Umbria are not just rich in scenic beauty and
Italian architecture, these also have historical significance . These cities have a story to tell. This is
precisely what attracts thousands of tourists to these relatively untouched destinations and inspires
them to unwind and recuperate in these locations. A vacation in Private villas Tuscany and Vacation
Villa Umbria can be a unique holiday experience, one to be cherished for a life time.

Vacation villa Tuscany are a perfects stay option in these enticing locales. These old barn houses
are modified with the provision of all the modern amenities and luxuries to provide for a perfect
vacation. Despite this, the history and old world charm still reverberates these lodges. The  sparsely
yet tastefully furnished interiors with high ceilings and arched windows give a feel of understated
elegance. These villas give a sense of privacy and autonomy when compared to a hotel.

Provided with all modern amenities including a self sufficient kitchen with a microwave and a
refrigerator, washing machine and dryer and other household gadgets. Apart from this these
Vacation villas Tuscany are equipped with wi fi internet, television and DVD players. Luxury villas
have their own private heated swimming pools ,tennis courts,patios, gazebos and barbeques.Some
couples are so smitten by these locales that they decide to host their wedding in a Vacation Villa
Tuscany. This is probably the reason  a lot of these villas have provision for wedding planning and
catering also.

Italian cuisine has taken the world by a storm. And what could a better place to enjoy authentic
Italian food than the gorgeous Tuscan ans Umbrian locales. Local restaurants serving authentic
Italian food are found in close vicinity of these Private villas Tuscany. These serve authentic food at
unbelievable rates. Some restaurants may even share a secret or two about authentic Italian
cooking. Provision of serving home cooked food at the vacation villa Umbria can be arranged for at
the time of booking at an extra cost.

These Italian holidays can be an enriching experience with vineyard trips followed by wine tasting
sessions. The proximity of art museums makes these destinations an art lovers paradise. Trekking
and cycling expeditions engage the adventure enthusiasts. And for the shopping freaks there are   a
myriad of outlets of various fashion houses with various brands on sale for apparel and shoes. Apart
from these cooking classes are also held to teach Italian recipes.

With all these facilities, these Vacation villas in Tuscany and Umbria are a perfect holiday
destination for couples, families and groups. These villas provide a novel experience and at the
same time there is a warmth and comfort of a feeling of staying in a home away from home. With
provision for pets if enquiry is made at the time of booking, these vacation homes ensure that the
travellers donâ€™t feel the absence of their loved ones.

Thus these private villas in Tuscany and vacation villas in Umbria truly epitomise a perfect holiday.
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The above description describes the a Private Villas Tuscany and a Vacation Villas Umbria as
perfect vacation options as these provide all the modern amenities and services in the comfortable
ambience of a home away from home.
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